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NEWS FLASH ! -- Improved Phase Noise on
ADF5355, 13.6GHz Frequency Synthesizer
Pete, WB2DVS, has been working on building an improved version of the ADF5355. On
the Boulder ATV weekly net on 4th of Febuary, Pete reported very encouraging results.
He has been working with 5.8GHz, DVB-T transverters built by N0YE & KH6HTV
which both use the California Microwave bricks as LOs for his test bench. Pete's latest
ADF5355 modification as a replacement LO for the brick oscillator in the receiver of one
of the transverters has now been able to achieve the same weak signal sensitivity as when
using the brick LO. It thus appears Pete has whipped the excessive phase noise problem
with the ADF5355. We are looking forward in a future newsletter to sharing with you
more details about Pete's microwave LO experiments.

FEEDBACK:
Hi Jim --- I was just reading your latest ATV Newsletter. Here’s an article from the
Washington Post along the lines of the article you saw in USA Today with respect to the
ARRL reminder of the Purpose for Amateur Radio. I’ve also been hearing some rather
unsettling things on HF and a local 2-meter simplex frequency. Tom, W3TOM, who sent
me the below email, is the ARRL Atlantic Division Director and a longtime friend of
mine.
73, Bob, NW3M
Washington Post ---- “The Citizens Defense League will operate a control center from a
downtown Richmond, Virginia hotel and has sought ham radio operators to help
monitor the flow of vehicles around the state. Group members will live-stream the event,
along with recorded videos from high-profile gun rights activists. Awards will go out to
the vehicles with the showiest displays. One prize: ammunition….”
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Mike, WA6SVT

We have been upgrading most of our ATV repeaters' RF output amplifiers to ultra linear
so we can more easily switch over in the future to DVB-T output. Our analog output
quality, and rf power has greatly increased and is now as good as the older broadcast,
analog TV produced in its day. We have already switched our Snow Peak ATV repeater
output to DVB-T digital because all of it's users have purchased new digital receivers
from HiDes.

MPEG-2 vs. H.264:

The more efficient, H.264 has been replacing the older video
compression, MPEG-2 scheme. But we may not yet want to dump MPEG-2. We find
that MPEG-2 works much better than H.264 fighting QRM from occasional Radar and
the spread spectrum from military comm radios used at Camp Pendleton and other bases.
The older Hi-Des models 100 and 102 are the more expensive units, compared to the 310
& 320, but they have the ability to also use MPEG-2 in addition to H.264.

Antennas: All of our repeaters use vertical polarity and most repeater users use the 24
element loop yagi sold by Directive Systems Engineering. We use the one tuned to 1268
MHz instead of the 1296 MHz model. Comet makes a Yagi too, a shorter boom and
about 4 dB less gain. For 434 MHz antennas, Directive Systems has a medium gain
antenna with about a 3 ft boom that works well. M-Squared also has antennas for both
bands but the price is a bit higher. Most of the guys use LMR-400 for feedline to keep
the losses low.

ISSUES with Receiving 23cm DVB-T
Mike, WA6SVT
Receiving 70cm DVB-T is quite straight forward. The Hi-Des HV-110 ($99) receiver
works well. It's specified frequency coverage is from 170 to 950 MHz for bandwidths
from 2 to 8 MHz. For receiving the 23cm band (1240-1300MHz), the available receivers
from Hi-Des are their models HV-120A ($209) and the HV-122A ($299). Note: the HV122 ($269) only covers 170 - 862 MHz, while the HV-122A specs. say it covers 170MHz
to 2.7GHz, but a footnote says it's sensitivity is down by -20dB below 700 MHz, thus
making it really unusable below 700 MHz.
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Comparing the HV-110, 120A & 122A. The HiDes HV-120A and 122A cost about $110
and $200 more than the HV-110 and have the Hi-Des BD-300 downconverter added
inside the receiver box. It should be noted that both the BD-300 and the HV-120A &
122A receivers on the 1.2 GHz or 2.4 GHz band are using a wide open RF amplifier with
no RF selectivity. They are thus suceptible to unwanted RFI. The HiDes receivers do
have some RF selectivity on the VHF-960 MHz range due to the TV tuner IC chip inside.
The Hi-Des RF amp inside the BD-300 used for 1.2 & 2.4 GHz has about the same gain
(1 dB less) on the image frequency. Because of this the white noise from the LNA on the
image frequency is added to the desired frequency dropping the affective sensitivity by -5
dB. KH6HTV, Jim's, application note AN-57a compares the HV-110, HV-120A and the
HV-122. His comparison table lists measured sensitivity of the HV-120A as -95dBm on
70cm and -91dBm on 23cm.
The Hi-Des receivers do not work well unless you have good band-pass filtering at 23cm.
All of the ATN, Snow Peak ATV repeater users here in California have had to add an
LNA with post RF selectivity. Adding such an LNA, pre-amp, the Hi-Des receivers
work quite well. Adding a band-pass filter without amplification ahead of that filter will
not improve sensitivity other than remove most of the signals, if any, on the image
frequency. The KH6HTV Video model 23-4LNA does just that. What is unique about
the 23-4LNA is the post LNA filtering as well as the bias tee so it is truly plug and play
and a must have item along with an HV-120A or 122A receiver.
Prior to the 23-4LNA, the ATN guys purchased an LNA from Downeast Microwave and
a ceramic filter from Mini Circuits for the post filter. Purchasing both units is a lot more
expensive than the 23-4LNA and one had to do some work on packaging and minor
wiring.
Purchasing a standalone regular, machined metallic filter is even more
expensive. We found out when we switched Snow peak to DVB-T, out of the box, the
Hi-Des receivers did not work most of the time. Two of the ham ATV stations had mast
mounted Downeast Microwave LNAs as both lived behind a hill and needed the extra
gain at the antenna. Adding the post filtering in one case and the other station sent his
receiver back for Calvin to add the optional 1.2 GHz, SAW filter. I have heard that the
1.2 GHz SAW option may not be available on the 122.
Still another alternative is to use a down converter to a Hi-Des HV-110 receiver.
KH6HTV Video sells a very good downconverter for 1.2 GHz, model 23-7, and is one I
would recommend. There are occasionally used PC Electronics TVC-12G and later
models available on the used equipment market, swap-fests, etc. What I like about
recommending KH6HTV's 23-7 is the frequency synthesized, PLL locked, local
oscillator plus the front end is in fact the two stage, 23-4LNA preamp.
Mike, WA6SVT
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600 Watt, 23cm, AMPLIFIER
Mike, WA6SVT
Our latest 23 cm band, ATV repeater output amplifier project is based on a RF amplifier
pallet manufactured by Jim Klitzing W6PQL utilizing an NXP, MRF-13750. (
https://www.w6pql.com/high_power_amplifier_for_1296.htm ) This LDMOS, 50 volt
transistor although it was built for use in 750 watt plasma welders and RF heating devices
is very linear and well suited for the 23 cm band. The manufacturer's data sheet shows
the device is capable of 750 watts at 900 MHz and 600 + watts at 1300 MHz. (
https://www.nxp.com/docs/en/data-sheet/MRF13750H.pdf ). The NXP data sheet also
includes the design for a 1.3 GHz amplifier showing a circuit board layout and a
complete list of required parts. Jim designed such a circuit board for using the device at
1296 MHz for weak signal mode including digital weak signal modes with their high
duty cycles. Jim offers the MRF-13750 amplifier in three ways, either a complete
amplifier in a case, or an RF pallet in kit form, or as a complete and tested pallet.
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Our group obtained two complete and tested pallets from Jim and built up two amplifiers.
One for Santiago Peak (our first one) and the second for Mt. Wilson (a few months later)
ATV repeaters. Currently we are still using VUSB analog output at Santiago but would
like to move to DVB-T when most of it's users obtain new HiDes digital receivers.
A copper heat spreader covers the full PC board underside and is 1/2" thick. The
transistor is soldered to the spreader prior to adding the PCB. This was the main reason I
decided to purchase the complete pallet. I am very pleased with the performance of the
amplifier and how well it is constructed. I used a Hammond 1590 diecast box and cut out
most of the bottom leaving a rim then fitted it over the pallet and screwed it to the heat
sink to provide some RF shielding. The pallet was then directly attached to the heat sink.
We obtained a very large heat sink big enough for a 1 KW amplifier to mount the RF
pallet. A variable fan controller is bolted to the heat sink and runs the fans at 8 volts
during times the repeater is not transmitting and also when the repeater is not used that
much. As the heat sink starts heating up the voltage is increased and maximum voltage is
13 volts. A bimetal cutoff sensor is used in the bias line as an added safety in case the
fans die to protect the amplifier.
The RF pallet as received from W6PQL was tuned for 1296 MHz. Jim had provided
some extra small cap pads for tuning. and I optimized the amplifer for 1253.25 MHz by
adding in the small square pads on the input and output while sweeping the amplifier
with about 10 watts output. This is a safe level to use while tuning. The amplifier was
then checked at higher power with the lid on. Idq was set to about 1.6 amps Changing the
Idq also affects the return loss. More Idq lowers the frequency of the return loss dip. Using
all of the pads, I ended up with -20dB for S 11, input return loss. Adding pads also
widened the return loss bandwidth, which is good to have when using ATV.

DCI, 4 cavity, Band-Pass Filter -- opened up, cleaned up and de-burred
Although the amplifier is capable at over 600
watts, our antenna is only rated at 400 watts and
our old DCI bandpass filter was rated at 200
watts but would arc over at 170 watts. We thus
took the DCI filter apart, cleaned it and debured
the ends of the resonator rods and polished them
smooth to eliminate any sharp edges. New
stainless steel, tuning screws were made with the
ends rounded off and polished. With these mods and then turning up the rf power to 400
watts, we had no arcing. Surprisingly, the insertion loss also dropped from 0.45 db to 0.3
dB.
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Tests show the amplifier has 20.5 dB gain not only at low power levels but still has 20 dB
gain at 400 watts as shown in this Pout vs. Pin graph. At these power levels even RG214 is not good enough for the output jumper to the filter and filter to Heliax feedline.
We used RG-393, which is a teflon version of RG-214 and will not deform when heated.

We are now using the amplifier for analog, NTSC, ATV. For a quality test, the
demodulated, analog VUSB video was received at KC6JPG's QTH on a waveform
monitor and Roland aimed his camera at it so I could see it while at Santiago Peak and
take this photo. With NO sync boost, yes you heard that right, 400 watts peak sync and
no video processing needed !
The amplifier's third order IMD is very low and very,
very little lower aural carrier regeneration and no noticeable 920 Hz beat between the
aural and color subcarrier on saturated color images. I run the aural carrier at -12 dBc..
I also obtained a higher power slug for my Bird 43 wattmeter. The 100 watt slug was
pegged measuring average analog, VUSB-TV power as you can see in the photo.
The amplifier also seems to work well for DVB-T. At 100 watts indicated output power
on the Bird 43 wattmeter, the spectrum shoulders break-point was about -35dB. From
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the BATVC newsletters (issues 66 & 67) discussion on measuring DTV power, we know
the Bird 43 reads too high for digital signals. Jim, KH6HTV's measurement said 2.1dB
and Mel, K0PFX's, says 3dB. Thus, I was probably seeing DVB-T output power of the
order of 50 to 60 watts, rms. This would be consistent with running a DTV transmitter
with a crest factor of about 10dB.
The efficiency of this new amplifier is about 63% at saturation and in the high 40s at
analog VUSB-TV power levels. Our old amplifier used a pair of four brick, 65 watt
Downeast Microwave amplifiers phased together for about 80 watts peak sync, the RF
modules used had only 20% efficiency at saturation and less than that at analog TV
power levels. Adding to that an Astron 60 amp analog regulated power supply and the
117 VAC conversion to RF efficiency was not that good. The new amplifier's 117 VAC
conversion to RF teamed up with a 50 volt switching power supply and we now use 10
watts less AC line power and get over four times the rf power output.
73, Mike WA6SVT
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Application Note
AN-59
copyright

January, 2021
web = www.kh6htv.com

email = kh6htv@arrl.net

Evaluation of Hi-Des HV-310E
DVB-T Modulator & Comparison with
HV-100EH & HV-320E
Jim Andrews, KH6HTV

Fig. 1 --- Hi-Des, DVB-T, Modulators. Front View.
Bottom is HV-100EH. Top Left is HV-310E. Top Right is HV-320E
About six years ago, Hi-Des, in Taiwan ( www.hides.com.tw ) introduced their model
HV-310E, DVB-T transmitter. Note: Hi-Des calls them "transmitters", but I prefer to
call them "modulators" because of the relatively low, milli-watt output powers from
them. So in 2015, Jack, K0HEH, purchased one of the HV-310Es. Jack let me evaluate
it. I ran a few tests on it and was un-impressed. My reaction at the time was "Do Not
Buy !". However, I did not fully evaluate it, nor publish my results. More recently,
Chris, K0CJG, purchased an HV-310E and he has kindly loaned it to me to again
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evaluate and this time publish the results of my tests.
Again after this most recent
evaluation, my conclusion remains the same, i.e. "Do Not Buy" for ATV service.
This evaluation focuses on the HV-310E, but also compares it against two other Hi-Des,
DVB-T modulators. They are the original model HV-100EH and a later one which came
after the 310, the model HV-320E. The 100 & 320 were evaluated in 2016 & 2017 and
documented in AN-28a and AN-42 [1, 2] which are also recommend reading. The table
on page 3 summarizes the results of the current tests for these three models.

Fig. 2 --- Hi-Des, DVB-T, Modulators. Rear View.
Bottom is HV-100EH. Top Right is HV-310E. Top Left is HV-320E
Hi-Des sells the model HV-310 in several different versions. The difference being the
final rf amplifier installed. All versions cover from 0.1 to 1.35GHz. Different amplifiers
are optimized for different frequency ranges. For amateur TV (ATV), the bands of most
interest are the 70cm (420-450MHz) and 23cm band (1240-1300MHz). The one tested
for this app. note was the model HV-310E which is optimized for the 70cm band with
+15dBm of rf power. The other versions available are: the HV-310EH with power
peaked for 23cm band ( +5dBm) and the HV-310EH-PA1200 with extra power peaked
for 23cm and +20dBm max. output. The 310 also includes a rear panel switch to allow
the final amplifier to be switched in and out of the circuit.
In the HV-310E, this
amplifier had a gain of 21dB at 70cm.

CAUTION:
Hi-Des has in it's HV-310 instruction manual this warning.
Never operate the transmitter without a 50 Ohm antenna or dummy
load connected to the antenna port.
Never operate the Hi/Low gain
switch when the power is on.
Doing either will burn out the final
amplifier.
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Comparison Table - Hi-Des models HV-100EH, HV-310E, & HV-320E
Parameter

HV-100EH

HV-310E

HV-320E

Price
Frequency Coverage

$560
50-950MHz &
1.2-1.35GHz
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4
5, 6, 7 & 8 MHz
3.2, 5.0 & 3.3dBm
0.9, 2.8 & 0.0dBm
-5.0, -3.0 & -5.7dBm
NA
No

$369
100MHz - 2.5GHz

22, 26, & 29dB

$279
90-950MHz &
1.09-1.35GHz
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4
5, 6, 7 & 8 MHz
14.7, 16.4 & 13.6dBm
14.2, 16.0 & 13.6dBm
0.2, 2.0 & -0.7dBm
NA
Yes, 21dB gain (70cm)
18dB gain (23cm)
+6 to -40dB
+6dB to -6dB
Yes
Yes, -35dBm
NO ! even in best
setting, humps of -35dB
noted
20, 24 & 28dB

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

MPEG-2 & H.264
480i to 1080P
35 seconds
Yes
Yes

H.264 only
480i to 1080P
12 seconds
No
NO, must use remote
control
RS-232
No
No
400 mA
NO - do not buy

H.264 only
480i to 1080P
15 seconds
No
Yes

Bandwidth
Pout (430MHz)
Pout (915MHz)
Pout (1.27GHz)
Pout (2.4GHz)
Internal switchable
Amplifier
Attenuator Range
Attenuator useful range
QPSK, 16 & 64 QAM
Carrier Leakage
Out of Channel
Spectrum Suppression
> 40dB
QPSK,16QAM &
64QAM - Signal/Noise
HDMI Input to 1080P
Composite Video +
Line Audio In
MPEG-2 & H.264
Adj. Resolution
Boot-Up Time
HDMI loop-thru
Front Panel Channel
Select Buttons
PC control port
Ethernet
Ventilating Fan
Current @13.8Vdc
Conclusion

RF POWER:

+6 to -40dB
+6dB to -10dB
Yes
Yes, -32dBm
Yes, except for gain of
+5 or 6dB

USB
Yes
No
420 mA
2ed choice to buy

1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4
5, 6, 7 & 8 MHz
7.4, 9.1 & 6.4dBm
5.4, 7.1 & 4.3dBm
5.2, 7.0 & 4.3dBm
0.2, 1.9 & -0.8dBm
No
0 to -47dB
0 to -47dB
Yes
No
Yes
23, 26 & 32dB

UART
No
Yes
450 mA
1st choice to buy

The major selling point for Hi-Des for the HV-310 is it's rf output
power compared to the HV-100EH or HV-320E. The secondary selling point is cost as it
is their lowest cost modulator at $279. RF power is mainly a selling point for people
wanting to install it as a stand-alone, digital TV transmitter in an R/C aircraft, or drone.
For ATV operators, we are usually wanting and needing much higher powers in the watt
region, not milli-watts. Thus, we are using these Hi-Des units as modulators driving,
high gain, high power amplifiers. The higher power of the 310 is not an issue. In the
above table, the max. RF output power was measured for the three different modulation
modes of QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. The rf power measured is the RMS value. I
used an HP-432A power meter with HP-8478B thermistor power head.
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RF SPECTRUM:

This is the one area with major differences between the
three models. It is also the area I found the most objectionable on the HV-310E and my
reason for my "Do Not Buy" recommendation. Fig. 4 on the following page compares
the spectrums of the HV-100EH, HV-310E & HV-320E. The three colored traces are for
the maximum rf output and with the internal attenuator set to lower the output by -6dB &
-12dB. These were measured at 441 MHz in the amateur 70cm band. Most of the
evaluations were performed at this frequency. Operation was also verified in the 23cm
band.
The spectrums were measured using the spectrum analyzer settings specified by the ITU
[3] for DVB-T. They are: Center Frequency = channel center frequency, Span = 20
MHz, Detector = RMS, Resolution Bandwidth = 30kHz, Video Bandwidth = 300kHz,
Sweep scan = 2 seconds. In addition, I use 10 signal averages. The ITU specifies that
the out of channel spectrum shoulder be measured at 200kHz beyond the channel edges.
Thus for a 6 MHz channel, it should be measured at ± 3.2 MHz from the center
frequency.
The Hi-Des advertised specifications for the Spectrum Shoulder (adjacent channel) is
-45dB (HV-100EH), 40dB (HV-310E) and >48dB (HV-320E) Their spec. for Carrier
Suppression is: >42dB for all three models.
HV-100EH: This is the top photo in Fig. 3.
At the max. rf output, the spectrum
shoulder breakpoint is -35dB. It only meets shoulder spec. when the output is dropped
with the internal attenuator by -3dB or more. The major spectrum defect of the HV100EH is carrier frequency leakage. It is just noticeable as a small spike on the cyan
trace. Increasing the internal attenuator setting more does not lower this leakage spike.
It remains at -32dBm, far worse than spec. by 10dB. Because of carrier leakage, I do not
recommend the internal attenuator be set any lower than -10dB. This carrier leakage
also compromises the ultimate signal to noise ratio, especially for 64QAM.
HV-310E: This is the middle photo in Fig. 3. It does not meet the >40dB spec. At the
max. rf output, the spectrum shoulder break-point is -38dB, but the far worse situation is
the broad hump in the spectrum occurring ± 6MHz from the center frequency. At max. rf
output, it is -35dB down. But when lowering the rf output using the internal attenuator, it
remains unchanged and thus becomes even worse relative to the in-channel spectrum. I
also was able to measure carrier frequency leakage of -35dBm which was the same
regardless of attenuator setting. I got essentially identical results when using the low
power switch setting and also on the 23cm band. Because of the humpy spectrum, I do
not recommend the internal attenuator be set any lower than -6dB. The signal to noise
(S/N) of the rf output is also compromised by both the poor spectrum and carrier leakage.
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Fig. 3 --- Comparison of modulator spectrums for a 70cm DVB-T signal with 6 MHz
bandwidth. Top = HV-100EH, Middle = HV-310E & Bottom = HV-320E. Spectrum
analyzer settings per ITU specs. Center frequency = 441 MHz, 10dB/div & 2 MHz/div.
Yellow = Max. RF output Magenta = -6dB & Cyan = -12dB
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HV-320E:
This is the bottom photo in Fig. 3.
This modulator has a very clean
spectrum. The out-of-channel spectrum shoulders were virtually non-existent. Even at
max. rf output with the internal attenuator set to 0dB, the shoulder break-point was
-44dB. The internal attenuator has a range of 0 to -47dB and can be used with no issues
over it's entire range. No carrier leakage was detected.

Spectrum Pollution:

I have always been an advocate for spectrum conservation
and cleanliness.
This is especially important for ATV where we use very wide
bandwidths for our signals. To be a good neighbor with our fellow hams, we should not
use any more bandwidth than absolutely necessary. Thus in the old, NTSC, analog TV
days, I was a strong advocate for using Vestigial Side-Band (VUSB-TV), following
commercial broadcast standards. I refused to use AM-TV. I even published an article in
QST [4] advocating VUSB-TV over AM-TV. All analog ATV in Boulder, Colorado has
been VUSB-TV since the early 90s as a result. Now, in the current, digital TV era, we
can have very clean DTV signals and keep our spectrums within the designated 6 MHz
(or less) TV channel. With clean spectrums, it is now even possible to operate DVB-T
on adjacent TV channels. This has been shown in lab bench experiments in my app.
note, AN-19 [5]. We have also with our Boulder ARES group successfully operated
simultaneously DVB-T on all four, 70cm, 6 MHz, TV channels ( 423, 429, 435 & 441
MHz on actual field operations without interference.
So, now with the HV-310E, this would not be possible. If one lowers it's rf output to
properly drive an RF linear power amplifier, the ± 6 MHz "Hump" as seen in Fig. 4
(middle photo) will start to dominate and also be amplified. These humps will directly
impact and prohibit operation of any other TV transmitter, or other RF service, in both
the lower and upper, adjacent TV channels. They pollute the spectrum. For this reason, I
say again -- "Do Not Buy".

Out of Date Specs:

The spec. sheets on the Hi-Des web site for these various
models are all somewhat out of date. With more recent versions of firmware installed, I
have found that all three modulators have enhanced capabilities.
In particular, the
bandwidths of all can now be adjusted down to 1 MHz and include 1.5 MHz, 2 and 2.5
MHz, in addition to 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 MHz. Now the output resolution is also adjustable,
independent of the input resolution.

Recommendations:

My personal recommendation for a DVB-T modulator is
the Hi-Des model HV-320E for use on both the 70cm and 23cm band for ATV service.
For a DVB-T receiver, see my app. note, AN-57a, [6] for a review of the various Hi-Des
receivers. My recommendation for a 70cm receiver is the model HV-100. It is also a
good buy at $99. For a 23cm receiver, I recommend the model HV-120, but with the
addition of a KH6HTV Video model 23-4LNA pre-amplifier (0.9dB NF). If the HV-120
is unavailable, then instead use the HV-100 receiver with a KH6HTV Video model 23-7
Down-Converter.
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W0BTV Details:

Inputs:
439.25MHz, analog NTSC, VUSB-TV;
441MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T & 1243MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T
Output:
423MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T, or optional 421.25MHz, analog VUSB-TV. Operational
details in AN-51a
Technical details in AN-53a.
Available at:
https://kh6htv.com/application-notes/ We hold a social ATV net on Thursday afternoon
at 3 pm local Mountain time and an ATV activity night on Wednesday evenings at 7pm.
ATV nets are streamed live using the British Amateur TV Club's server, via:
https://batc.org.uk/live/kh6htvtvr or N0YE.

Newsletter Details:

This is a free newsletter distributed electronically via
e-mail to ATV hams. The distribution list has now grown to over 400. News and
articles from other ATV groups are welcomed. Permission is granted to re-distribute it
and also to re-print articles, as long as you acknowledge the source. All past issues are
archived at: https://kh6htv.com/newsletter/

ATV HAM ADS
Free advertising space is offered here to ATV hams, ham clubs or ARES
groups. List here amateur radio & TV gear For Sale - or - Want to Buy.
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WWW.W6PQL.COM -- supplier of high power Amplifiers, etc.

